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Introduction

A locally stable holomorphic map is a complex analytic version of a locally 

stable or infinitesimally stable C•‡ map introduced by J. N. Mather in [4]. In C•‡ 

category local stability implies stability if the source manifold is compact. That is, 

if a C•‡ map f:X•¨Y between C•‡ manifolds with X compact is locally stable, 

then there exists an open neighborhood N of f in C•‡ (X, Y) (the space of all C•‡ 

maps from X to Y with the so-called Whitney C•‡ topology) such that for any g •¸ N 

there exist diffeomorphisms ƒÓ:X•¨X and ƒÕ:Y•¨Y with ƒÕofoƒÓ-1=g(cf. [5]). 

Although we cannot expect this fact in complex analytic category, a locally stable 

holomorphic map also has a significance in complex analytic geometry as shown in 

[7], [8], and [9]. In this paper we shall prove two basic facts about a locally stable 

holomorphic map: first, that its small deformation is locally stable (Theorem 2.4), 

and secondly, C•‡ triviality of deformations of a locally stable holomorphic map 

(Theorem 3.4). Although, substantially, the former fact has already been proved in 

[7], we shall reproduce the proof in this paper under a little bit more general setting, 

supplementing a proof to an unsatisfactory point in the proof in [7]. The fact that 

small deformations of a locally stable holomorphic map are also locally stable is 

related to the existence of the Kuranishi family for logarithmic deformations o f 

complex analytic subspaces with locally stable parametrizations of compact complex 

manifolds, as mentioned in [8].

The author expresses his heartly thanks to his colleague Prof. K. Miyajima 

of Kagoshima University for useful discussions with him during the preparation of 

this paper.

•˜ 1. Definition of locally stable holomorphic maps

Let X and Y be complex manifolds, S a finite subset of X, and q a point of Y. 

A multi-germ f:(X,S)•¨(Y,q) of a holomorphic map at S is an equivalence class
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of holomorphic maps g:U•¨Y with g(S)=q, where U are open neighborhoods 

of S in X. Throughout this paper we shall interchangeably use a multi-germ of 

f and a representative g of f. A germ of a parametrized family of multi-germs 

of holomorphic maps is a multi-germ F:(X•~Cr,S•~o)•¨(Y•~Cr,q•~o) of a 

holomorphic map such that F(X•~t)•¼Y•~t for any tin some open neighborhood of 

the origin o in Cr. An unfolding of a multi-germ f:(X,S)•¨(Y,q) of a holomorphic 

map is a germ of a parametrized family of multi-germs of holomorphic maps F:

(X•~Cr,S•~o)•¨(Y•~Cr,q•~o) such that F(x,o)=(f(x),o) for x•¸X. We 

say that an unfolding F:(X•~Cr,S•~o)•¨(Y•~Cr,q•~o) of a multi-germ 

f:(X,S)•¨(Y,q) of a holomorphic map is trivial if there exist germs of t-levels 

(t•¸Cr) preserving analytic automorphisms G:(X•~Cr,S•~o)•¨(X•~Cr,S•~o) 

and H:(Y•~Cr,q•~o)•¨(Y•~Cr,q•~o) with G|X•~o=idX and H|Y•~o=idY 

such that H o F o G-1=f•~idCr

DEFINITION 1.1. A multi-germ f:(X,S)•¨(Y,q) of a holomorphic map is 

said to be simultaneously stable if any unfolding of f is trivial.

DEFINITION 1.2. A holomorphic map f:X•¨Y between complex manifolds 

is said to be locally stable if, for any point q•¸f(X) and any finite subset S•¼
f -1(

q), a multi-germ f:(X,S)•¨(Y,q) is simultaneously stable.

There is an infinitesimal criterion for a multi-germ f:(X,S)•¨(Y,q) of a 

holomorphic map to be locally stable, which is due to J. N. Mather. Now we wish to 

explain this fact. We denote by ƒ¦x(resp. ƒ¦Y) the sheaf of germs of holomorphic 

vector fields on X(resp. Y), and by f*ƒ¦Y the pull-back of ƒ¦Y by f. We denote 

by ƒ¦X,p (resp. f*ƒ¦Y,p) the stalk of ƒ¦X(resp. f*ƒ¦Y) at a point p in X, and by ƒ¦Y

, q the stalk of ƒ¦Y at a point q in Y. We denote by tf:ƒ¦X,p•¨f*ƒ¦Y,p a OX,p

- homomorphism defined by the Jacobian map (df)p and by ƒÖf:ƒ¦Y
,f(p)•¨f*ƒ¦Y,p 

a homomorphism over f* defined by the pull-back by f, where f* denotes the 

homomorphism OY ,f(p)•¨OX,p between the stalks of structure sheaves, induced by 

f(if A is an R-module, B an S-module, and ƒÓ:R•¨S a ring homomorphism, then 

we say a map ƒ³: A•¨B is a homomorphism over cp if ƒ³(ƒ¿a+ƒÀb)=ƒÓ(ƒ¿)ƒ³(a)+ƒÓ

(ƒÀ)ƒ³(b) for all ƒ¿, ƒÀ •¸ R, a, b •¸ A). More generally, for any finite set S=

{p1,...,ps} of distinct points of X with q:=f(S), a point of Y, we define

(1.1)

Then the mappings tf and ƒÖf defined above induce a OX , S-homomorphism

(1.2)
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and a homomorphism over f*

(1.3)

where f* denotes the homomorphism OY ,q•¨OX,S induced by f.

DEFINITION 1.3. A multi-germ f:(X,S)•¨(Y,q) of a holomorphic map is 

said to be simultaneously infinitesimally stable if

(1.4)

holds.

We denote by OX,p(resp. OY,q) the formal power series ring at p •¸ X (resp. 

q•¸Y). We define OX,p:=OX,p _??_OX,p ƒ¦X,p and ƒ¦Y,q:=OY,q _??_OY ,q ƒ¦Y,q. The 

mappings tf:ƒ¦X ,S•¨f*ƒ¦Y,S and ƒÖf:ƒ¦Y,q•¨f*ƒ¦Y,S are also defined in the 

same way as above. We define

for a natural number l, where mpi and mpi(1<i<s) denote the maximal ideals 
of OX, pi and OX, pi respectively.

THEOREM 1.4. (J. N. Mather, S. Tsuboi) A multi-germ f:(X,S)•¨(Y,q) 

of a holomorphic map is simultaneously stable if and only if it satisfies one of the 

following mutually equivalent conditions:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

For the proof we refer to J. N. Mather [6, Theorem (1.13)] and S. Tsuboi [7, 

Chapter I, •˜2].

•˜ 2. Small deformations of locally stable holomorphic maps

DEFINITION 2.1. By a family of holomorphic maps parametrized by a complex 

space, we mean a sextuple (x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, M) of complex spaces x, y, M and 

holomorphic maps F:x•¨y, ƒÎ1:x•¨M, ƒÎ2:y•¨M satisfying the following 

conditions:
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(i) ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2 are surjective smooth holomorphic maps,

(ii) ƒÎ1=ƒÎ2 o F.

For a family (x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, M) of holomorphic maps parametrized by a com

plex space, we call M its parameter space.

DEFINITION 2.2. For a given holomorphic map f:X•¨Y between complex 

manifolds, by a family of deformations of f:X•¨Y parametrized by a com

plex space, we mean a ninetuple (x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, M, o, ƒÓ, ƒÕ) satisfying the following 

conditions:

(i) (x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, M) is a family of holomorphic maps parametrized by a

 complex space M,

(ii) o is an assigned point of M,

(iii) ƒÕ:X•`•¨ƒÎ1-1(o) and ƒÕ:Y•`•¨ƒÎ2-1(o) are biholomorphic maps for which
 ƒÕ -1 o F|ƒÎ1-

1(o)oƒÕ=f holds, where F|ƒÎ1-1(o):ƒÎ1-1(o)•¨ƒÎ2-1(o) denotes 

the restrictions of F to the fibre ƒÎ1-1(o).

We introduce some notions associated to a family (x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, M) of holo

morphic maps parametrized by a complex space M. We define

where Tx (resp. Ty) and TM denote the (holomorphic) tangent spaces of x (resp. 

y) and M, respectively; dƒÎ1:Tx•¨ƒÎ1*TM (resp. dƒÎ2:Ty•¨ƒÎ2*TM) denote the 

Jacobian map of the map ƒÎ1:x•¨M(resp. ƒÎ2:y•¨M). We call Tx/M(resp.

 Ty/M) the (holomorphic) tangent space along fibers of the family ƒÎ1:x•¨M(resp. 

ƒÎ 2:y•¨M) of complex manifolds. By definition it is a holomorphic vector bundle 

over x (resp. over y). In the following, for a complex space, say Z, and a vector 

bundle over Z, say F, we denote by O (F) the sheaf of germs of holomorphic cross

sections of F. We define ƒ¦x/M:=O(Tx/M)(resp. ƒ¦y/M:=O(Ty/M)). We call it 

the sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields along fibers of the family ƒÎ1:x•¨M

(resp. ƒÎ2:y•¨M) of complex manifolds. We denote by tF:ƒ¦x•¨F*ƒ¦y 

the homomorphism of Ox-modules induced by the Jacobian map. dF:Tx•¨

F*Ty, where ƒ¦x:=O(Tx) and ƒ¦y:=O(Ty). The map tF induces naturally a 

homomorphism of Ox-modules from ƒ¦X/M to F*ƒ¦y/M, which we denote by

(2.1)

We denote by ƒÖF:ƒ¦y•¨F*(F*ƒ¦y) the homomorphism of Oy-modules defined 

by the pull-back by F (cf. (1.3)). The map ƒÖF induces naturally a homomorphism 

of Oy-modules from ƒ¦y/M to F*(F*ƒ¦y/M), which we denote by

(2.2)
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For a point q of F (x), and S a finite subset of F-1 (q), we define ƒ¦x/M
,S and 

F*ƒ¦y/M ,S as in (1.1). Then, as in (1.2) and (1.3) the mappings tF and ƒÖF induce 

a Ox,S-homomorphism

(2.3)

and a homomorphism over the homomorphism F*:Oy ,q•¨x,S

(2.4)

which we denote by the same symbol as tF and ƒÖF, respectively, in the following .

LEMMA 2.3. Let f:X•¨Y be a locally stable holomorphic map between 

complex manifolds and (x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, M, o, ƒÓ, ƒÕ) a family of deformations of f:

X•¨Y, parametrized by a complex space M. Let q be a point of F (Xo), where 

Xo:=ƒÎ1-1(o), and S a finite subset of F-1(q). Then we have

(2.5)

PROOF. In order to prove the lemma, it suffices to restrict our considerations 

to a multi-germ of a holomorphic map F:(x,S)•¨(y,q), which is the germ of a 

parametrized family of multi-germs of holomorphic maps, whose parameter space 

is the germ of a complex space (M, o). Hence we may assume that x=X•~M
, 

y=Y•~M; q=q'•~o, S=S'•~o, where q' is a point of f (X), S' a finite subset of 

f-1(q'), M a closed complex subspace of a domain D in a complex number space Cr

, and o the origin of Cr. Let G:(X•~Cr,S)•¨(Y•~Cr,q) be an unfolding of 

a multi-germ f:(X,S')•¨(Y,q') which generates F:(x,S)•¨(y,q), i .e., the 

restriction of G to x coincides with F. We define x':=X•~C' and y':=Y•~Cr . 

Then we have the following commutative diagrams:

(2.6)

(2.7)
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Since all vertical arrows in (2.6) and (2.7) are surjective, the equality

(2.8)

implies that of the lemma. Hence we shall prove this equality. In the following we

 identify X•~o, Y•~o, S=S'•~o, q=q'•~o, and Go:=G|X•~o:X•~o•¨Y•~o 

with X, Y, S', q', and f:X•¨Y, respectively. There is an exact sequence of 

Ox-modules

(2.9)

where ƒÎ'1 denotes the projection x':=X•~Cr•¨Cr and Io the ideal sheaf of the 

origin o of Cr in OCr. Hence we have an isomorphism of Ox'-modules

(2.10)

Similarly, we have isomorphisms

(2.11) and

(2.12)

where ƒÎ'2 denotes the projection y':=Y•~Cr•¨Cr. It is easy to see that the 

homomorphism ƒ¿:G*ƒ¦y'/Cr•¨f*ƒ¦Y in (2.9) maps tG (ƒ¦x'/Cr ,S) onto tf (ƒ¦X,S) 

and (G*mq)(G*ƒ¦y'/Cr,S) onto (f*m'q)(f*ƒ¦Y,S). Here mq denotes the maximal ideal 

of Oy',q and m'q that of OY,q; G*mq the image of mq by the homomorphism G*

:Oy',q•¨ Ox',S; (G*mq)(G*ƒ¦y'/Cr, S) the image of G*mq•~G*ƒ¦y,cr,s by the map

 Ox'S•~ G*Oy,cr,s --~ G*Oy,/cr,s, (f*m/)(f*eys) the image of f *m/ x f *OY,s 

by the map 0x,s x f *eys -~ f *Oy,s. Therefore, since (7r*IoG*ey,,cr)s lC 

(G*mq)(G*ey,1r,), (~, by (2.10) we obtain an isomorphism of Ox', S-modules

(2.13)

Since f is locally stable, the multi-germ f:(X, S)•¨(Y, q) is simultaneously 

stable; hence tf (Ox ,s) + w f (ey,q) = f *Oy,s (cf. Theorem 1.4). Therefore, the 

natural C (=OY , q/m'q)-homomorphism from ƒ¦Y, q/m'qƒ¦Y, q to the latter module 

in (2.13), which is induced by w f : ey ,q -> f *Oy,s, is surjective. Hence a finite 

C-basis for the latter module in (2.13) is given by the projection of ƒÖf (B) for 

some finite subset B of ƒ¦Y , q. By the isomorphism in (2.12), B is the projection 

of a finite subset B' of ƒ¦y'/Cr , q. Then, by the isomorphism in (2.13), ƒÖG (B') 

must be projected to a C-basis for the former module in (2.13). Therefore, by the
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generalized preparation theorem (cf. [2, Theorem 3.6 in Chapter IV, Lemma 1.4 

in Chapter V]), we conclude that the projection of ƒÖG (B') generates the Ox'
,S

 module G*ƒ¦y'/Cr ,S/tG(ƒ¦x'/Cr,S) as a Oy',q-module. This means that the equality 

in (2.8) certainly holds. Q.E.D.

THEOREM 2.4. Let f:X•¨Y be a locally stable holomorphic map between 

complex manifolds with Y compact (X is not necessary to be compact) and F=

(x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, M, o, ƒÓ, ƒÕ) a family o f deformations o f f:X•¨Y parametrized by 

a complex space M. We denote by Tx and Ty the holomorphic tangent bundles of 

x and y, respectively. We define

‡”:={x•¸x| the Jacobian map (dF)x:Tx,x•¨Ty ,F(x)

 is not surjective},

which is an analytic subset o f x. We equip it with the structure of a reduced complex 

space. We assume that: F/‡”:‡”•¨y is a proper map. Then there exists an open 

neighborhood M' of o in M such that for any t •¸ M' the map Ft:=F|Xt:Xt•¨Yt

(Xt:=ƒÎ1-1(t), Yt:=ƒÎ2-1(t)) is a locally stable holomorphic map.

PROOF. In place of the family F we consider its reduction .Fred:=(xred, Fred, 

yred, ƒÎ1red, ƒÎ2red, Mred, o, ƒÓ, ƒÕ) and prove the theorem for Fred. This is justified be

cause of the following reasoning: since the map Fo:=F|Xo:Xo•¨Yo(Xo:=ƒÎ1-1(o), 

Yo:=ƒÎ2-1(o)) is equivalent to f:X•¨Y, by assumption, it is locally stable. Hence, 

for any point x •¸ ‡”•¿Xo, there exist open neighborhoods ux of x in x, vF(x) of F(x) 

in y, and biholomorphic maps ƒÓx:ux•¨Ux•~Nx and ƒÕx:vF(x)•¨VF(x)•~Nx 

over Nx such that the diagram

(2.14)

commutes, where Ux:=ux•¿Xo, VF(x):=vF(x)•¿Yo and Nx:=ƒÎ1(ux)=ƒÎ2(vF(x)). 

It is obvious that

(2.15)
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where

‡”o:={x•¸Xo|the Jacobian map (dFo):TXo,x•¨TYo,Fo(x)

is not surjective.}

These arguments are also applicable for the family Fred• Hence, if we define

‡”':{x•¸xred the Jacobian map (dFred)x:Txred,x•¨Tyred,F(x)

is not surjective},

we have

Therefore ‡” coincides with ‡”' as a reduced complex space. Furthermore, the maps 

Ft:Xt•¨Yt and (Fred)t:Xt•¨Yt are the same ones for any point t •¸ M. 

Consequently, it suffices to prove the theorem under the assumption that M is 

reduced. Hereafter, we assume this.

First, we shall show that there exists an open neighborhood M''' of o in M 

such that

is a finite map. In the following we use a symbol

for any holomorphic map g:Z•¨W between complex spaces and a point p •¸ Z, 

where we put q:=g(p)•¸W, and mq denotes the maximal ideal of OW,q•ELet x 

be a point of ‡”•¿Xo, for which we consider the diagram in (2.14). Then, by the 

commutativity of the diagram in (2.14) and by (2.15) we have

on ‡”•¿ ux; so for any point x' •¸‡”•¿ux

(2.16)

where x'' denotes the Ux-component of ƒÓx(x'). Since the map Fo=F|Xo:Xo•¨Yo 

is locally stable, F|‡”o:‡”o•¨Yo is a finite map ([7, Corollary (4.1)]). Hence we have 

dims R (Fo|‡”o)x"<•‡([1, Theorem (1.11)]); hence by the isomorphism in (2.16), 

dims R (F|•‡)x'<•‡ for any point x' in ‡” •¿ ux. Since the collection {ux}x•¸‡”•¿Xo 

covers ‡” •¿ Xo, and since ‡” •¿ Xo is compact, we may extract a finite subcover 

indexed by x1,...,xk. Since F|‡”:‡”•¨y and ƒÎ2:y•¨M are proper maps by
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assumption, so is ƒÎ1|‡”:‡”•¨M. Hence there exists an open neighborhood M''' of 

o in M such that ‡” •¿ ƒÎ1-1(M''')•¼ •¾ki=1 uxi. Then the way to choose Ux1,..., ux

k ensures dime R(F|‡”)x<•‡ for any point x in ‡”•¿ƒÎ1-1(M'''). Therefore we conclude 

that F|‡”•¿ƒÎ1-1(M'''):‡”•¿ƒÎ1-1(M''')•¨ƒÎ2-1(M''') is a finite map ([1, Theorem (1.11)]).

We define g:=F*ƒ¦y/M/tF(ƒ¦x/M)(cf. (2.1)). Next, we shall show that 

the direct image F*(g) of by F is a coherent Oy-module over ƒÎ2-1(M'') for 

any relatively compact open neighborhood M'' of o in M with M'' C M'''. We 

define I:=I‡”, the ideal sheaf of ‡” in Ox. We should note that Supp g•¼‡”, 

where Supp g denotes the support of the coherent sheaf g. Since ƒÎ1|‡”=ƒÎ2 o F|‡”

:‡”•¨ M is a proper map, ƒÎ1-1(M'')•¿‡” is relatively compact. Hence, by Riickert's 

Nullstellensatz ([3, Chapter 2, •˜2] ), there exists a natural number N such that 

I Ng=0 on ƒÎ1-1(M'') . We consider the following exact sequences of Ox-modules 

over ƒÎ1-1(M'')

(2.17)

We claim the homomorphism of Oy-modules F*(Ilg)•¨(F|E)*(Ilg|‡”) is surjective 

over ƒÎ2-1(M'') for any l with 0<l<N-1. Indeed, let q be any point in F(E) •¿ 

ƒÎ2-1(M''), and {p1,...,ps} the set of all distinct points F-1(q)•¿‡”. Then we have 

an isomorphism of stalks

We choose Stein open neighborhoods U1,..., Us of p1,..., ps in x, respectively, 

which are mutually disjoint. Let

be given. Take a cross-section a e r(VfF(E), (FIE)(I1gIE)) *which represents aq at 
q, where V is a Stein open neighborhood of q in y. If we take V sufficiently small, we 
may assume that F-1(V)fE C U2-, U2. Let b~ E F(F-1(V)fU2nE,Z1CIE) (1 < i < 

s) be a cross-section which represents bi,pi at pi. Since F-1(V)•¿Ui is a Stein open 

N subset ([3, p. 33•`p. 34] ), there exists a cross-section bi E F(F-1(V) fl UZ, I1) such
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N 
that bi|F-1(V)•¿Ui•¿‡”=bi•EThen, since SuppIlg •¼ ‡”, there exists a cross-section 

b•¸ƒ¡(F-1(V),Ilg) such that b coincides with bi over F-1(V)•¿Ui for every i. We 

may consider b to be an element of ƒ¡(V,F*(Ilg)). It is clear bq=aq, and so the 

sheaf homomorphism F*(Ilg)•¨(F|‡”)*(Ilg|‡”) is certainly surjective as claimed. 

Therefore, taking direct images of the exact sequences of sheaves over ƒÎ1-1(M'') in 

(2.17), we get the following exact sequences of Oy-modules over ƒÎ2-1(M''):

(2.18)

(F|‡”)*(Ilg) is a coherent Oy-module for every l(0<l<N-1), because F|‡”:‡”•¨

y is a proper map by assumption. Hence, by the last exact sequence in (2.18) we 

conclude F*(IN-1g) is coherent over ƒÎ2-1(M''). Then, by the one preceding the last 

exact sequence in (2.18), so is F*(IN-2g). Continuing this argument successively, 

we conclude F*(g) is coherent over ƒÎ2-1(M'') as asserted.

Finally, we shall show that there exists an open neighborhood M' of o in 

M'' such that Ft:Xt•¨Yt is locally stable for any t •¸ M'. We define a ho

momorphism of Cry-modules ƒÖF:ƒ¦y/M•¨F*(g) to be the composite of ƒÖF

:ƒ¦y/M•¨F*(F*ƒ¦y/M)(cf. (2.2)) and the map F*(F*ƒ¦y/M)•¨F*(g). We de

fine H:= F* (c)/WF(Oy,M). '7-l is a coherent Oy-module over ƒÎ2-1(M''). Hence 

Supp(?-l1-1(M„)) (C F(E) n 7r21(M")) is an analytic subset of ƒÎ2-1(M''). We claim 

2 that Hq(the stalk of H at q)=0 for any point q •¸ Yo:=ƒÎ2-1(o). Indeed, if we 

define Eq := F-1(q) n E = Fo 1(q) n Eo for a point q e Yo, then

(2.19)

Since Fo:=F|Xo:Xo•¨Yo is locally stable, by Lemma 2.3 the right hand side 

in (2.19) vanishes. Therefore we conclude that Hq=0 for any point q •¸ Yo. This 

means Yo•¿ Supp H=ƒÆ. Since ƒÎ2:y•¨M is a proper map, ƒÎ2(Supp(H|ƒÎ2-1(M''))) is 

an analytic subset of M''; hence, since Yo •¿ Supp H= 0, o 7r2 (Supp H). Therefore 

there exists an open neighborhood M' of o in M'' such that M'•¿ƒÎ2(Supp H)=ƒÆ, so 

ƒÎ2-1 (M')•¿Supp H=ƒÆ. This means Hq=0 for any point q •¸ ƒÎ2-1(M'); equivalently

(2.20)

holds for any point q •¸ ƒÎ2-1(M'), where ‡”q:=F-1(q)•¿‡”(cf. (2.19)). By (2.20) 

we have
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(2.21)

for any t •¸ M' and any q •¸ Yt. Furthermore, the equality which is obtained by 

replacing ‡”q in (2.21) by any finite subset S of F-1(q) also holds, because the map 

tFt:ƒ¦Xt ,p•¨Ft*ƒ¦Yt,p is surjective for any point p in Xt•_‡”. Therefore we conclude 

that Ft is locally stable for any t •¸ M'(cf. Theorem 1.4). Q.E.D.

•˜ 3. C•‡ triviality of deformations of locally stable holomorphic

 maps

We define a C•‡ family of C•‡ maps parametrized by a C•‡ manifold by re

placing complex analytic objects by corresponding C•‡ ones in Definition 2.1. For 

a C•‡ family (x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, M) of C•‡ maps parametrized by a C•‡ manifold
, 

we define the C•‡ tangent bundle along fibers Tx/M (resp. Ty/M) o f the family

 ƒÎ1:x•¨ M(resp. ƒÎ2:y•¨M) of C•‡ manifolds in the same way as in complex 

analytic case. In the following, for a C•‡ manifold, say Z, we denote by TZ the C•‡ 

tangent bundle of Z, and for C•‡ vector bundle on Z, say F, we denote by A(F) 

the sheaf of germs of C•‡ cross-sections of F. Then, as in complex analytic case
, 

for a C•‡ family (x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, M) of C•‡ maps parametrized by a C•‡ manifold
, 

the sheaf homomorphisms tF:A(Tx)•¨F*A(Ty), ƒÖF:A(Ty)•¨F*(F*A(Ty))
, 

tF:A(Tx/M)•¨F*,A(Ty,M), and ƒÖF:A(Ty/M)•¨F*(F*A(Ty/M)) are defined.

DEFINITION 3.1. We say a C•‡ family (x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, M) of C•‡ maps 

parametrized by a C•‡ manifold is C•‡ trivial at t •¸ M if there exist an open 

neighborhood N of t in M and diffeomorphisms ƒÓ:ƒÎ1-1(t)•~N•¨ƒÎ1-1(N),

 ƒÕ:ƒÎ2-1 (t)•~N•¨ƒÎ2-1(N) such that the diagram

commutes, where Ft:= ~j 1(t) -; ir21(t) denotes the restriction of F to 

ƒÎ1- (t).

We quote a proposition from [2], which gives a sufficient condition for a C•‡ 

family of C•‡ maps parametrized by a C•‡ manifold to be C•‡ trivial.
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let F=(x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, D) be a C•‡ family o f C•‡ maps 

between compact C•‡ manifolds parametrized by a domain D of a real number space Rm. 

We denote by (t1,...,tm) a coordinate system on Rm. Suppose that for every 

i(1<i<m) there exist C•‡ vector fields along fibers

such that

where tF, ƒÖF, tF, ƒÖF denote the homomorphisms between global cross-sections in

duced by the corresponding sheaf homomorphisms. Then the family F is CƒÖ trivial 

at any point t •¸ D.

For the proof we refer to Theorem 3.3 (Thom-Levine) in [2, Chapter V].
There is an analogous proposition which gives a sufficient condition for a (com

plex analytic) family of holomorphic maps to be C•‡ trivial. In order to explain this 

fact we introduce some symbols. Let (x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, M) be a (complex analytic) 

family of holomorphic maps parametrized by a complex manifold. We denote by 

xR (resp. yR, resp. MR) the underlying C•‡ manifold of x(resp. y, resp. M), and 

by FR:xR•¨yR(resp. ƒÎ1R:xR•¨MR, resp. ƒÎ2R:yR•¨MR) the underlying C•‡ 

map of F:x•¨y(resp. ƒÎ1:x•¨M, resp. ƒÎ2:y•¨M). We denote by Tx/M 

and Tx/M the holomorphic tangent bundle along fibers of the complex analytic 

family ƒÎ1:x•¨M of complex manifolds and its conjugate holomorphic bundle, 

respectively. We denote by TxR/MR the C•‡ tangent bundle along fibers of the C•‡ 

family ƒÎ1R:xR•¨MR of C•‡ manifolds. The relation among these bundles is given 

by TXR/M~ ®R C = TX/M ® TX/M. We also denote by Ty/M, Ty/M and TyR/MR 

the corresponding vector bundles of the complex analytic family ƒÎ2:y•¨M of 

complex manifolds.

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let F=(x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, D) be a (complex analytic) family 

of holomorphic maps between compact complex manifolds, parametrized by a domain 

D of a complex number space Cm. We denote by (t1,...,tm) a coordinate system 

on Cm. Suppose that for every i(1<i<m) there exist C•‡ global cross-sectionsand

such that

where tF, ƒÖF, tF, ƒÖF denote the homomorphisms between global cross-sections in

duced by the corresponding sheaf homomorphisms. Then F's underlying C•‡ family 

FR:=(xR, FR, yR, ƒÎ1R, ƒÎ2R, DR) of C•‡ maps is C•‡ trivial at any point t •¸ DR.
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PROOF. We shall show that if the condition of the proposition is satisfied by 

the family F, then the condition of Proposition 3.2 is satisfied by the underlying 

C•‡ family FR of F. We denote the extensions of tFR, ƒÖFR, tFR, and ƒÖFR over the 

ground field C by tFC, ƒÖFC, tFC, and ƒÖFC, respectively. That is, we define

and

Let ti=ui+•ã-1vi(1<i<m) be the expression of ti in real coordinate functions 

ui, vi. Then, by the condition we have

(3.1)
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Similarly, we have

(3.2)

Since ~2 + ' 2, V I(C2 (2) E 1 (X R, A(TXR/DR) ), and ill + ff(i r~ ~2) E 

ƒ¡(yR, A(TyR/DR)), (3.1) and (3.2) show that the condition of Proposition 3.2 is 

certainly satisfied by the family FR. This completes the proof of the proposition.

We are in a position to prove a theorem concerning C•‡ triviality of deforma

tions of a locally stable holomorphic map.

THEOREM 3.4. Let F=(x, F, y, ƒÎ1, ƒÎ2, D, o, ƒÓ, ƒÕ) be a (complex analytic) 

family of deformations of a locally stable holomorphic map f:X•¨Y between 

compact complex manifolds, parametrized by a domain D of a complex number 

space Cm. Then F's underlying C•‡ family FR of C•‡ maps is C•‡ trivial at o •¸ D.

PROOF. By Theorem 2.4 there exists a relatively compact open neighborhood 

N of o in D such that Ft:=F|Xt:Xt•¨Yt(Xt:=ƒÎ1-1(t), Yt:=ƒÎ2-1(t)) is locally 

stable for any t •¸ N. We shall show that if we take such an open neighborhood N 

of o in D, then for every i(1<i<m) there exist C•‡ global cross-sections

andsuch that

(3.3) on

where (t1,...,tm) denotes a coordinate system on Cm. Then the theorem follows 
from Proposition 3.3. The proof of the above assertion will proceed in three steps.

STEP I. As in Theorem 2.4 we define

‡”:={x•¸x|the Jacobian map (dF)x:Tx ,x•¨Ty,F(x) 

is not surjective},

which is an analytic subset of x. We equip it with the structure of a reduced 

complex space. We shall show that for an open neighborhood N of o in D, taken 

as above, there exist a finite number of open subsets U1,..., Uk of x, W1,..., Wk,
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W'1,..., W'k, V1,..., Vk of y, and local holomorphic vector fields along fibers ~~ E 
I'(Ua, C~(Tx/D)), ~a E F(VA, O(Ty/D)) (1 < i < m, 1 < A < k) satisfying the 
following conditions:

(3.4)

(i)

(ii) for

(iii) for

(iv)

Since E fl ir11(N) is compact and the map F:x•¨y is a proper map, the 

set F(E fl irl 1(N)) is compact. Hence it suffices to show that for any point yo E 

F(E fl irl 1(N)) there exist open subsets U of x, W, W', V of y with yo •¸ W, and 

local holomorphic vector fields along fibers e I,(U, O(Tx/D)), r~ E r(V, O(Ty/D)) 

satisfying the conditions (ii), (iii), (iv) in (3.4). Since Ft:=F|Xt:Xt•¨Yt is locally 

stable for any t E N, Ft Et : Et --f Yt (Et := E fl iri 1(t)) is a finite map (cf. [7, 

Corollary 4.1]); so E(yo) := E fl F-1(yo) (C E12(yo)) is a finite set. Therefore by 

Lemma 2.3 there exist open neighborhoods U of ‡”(yo) in x, V of yo in y with 

F(U) •¼ V, and local holomorphic vector fields along fibers ~z E r(U, O(Tx/D)), 

r/ E F(V, O(Ty/D)) (1 < i <m) such that the condition (iv) in (3.4) holds on U.

Next, we shall show that there exists an open neighborhood W' of yo in y such 

that F-1(W')•¿ ‡” •¼ U. Indeed, if it does not exist, we can take a sequence {xn} of 

points in E/U with limn•¨•‡F(xn)=yo. Let K be a compact neighborhood of yo 

in y. Then there exists a natural number N such that if n>N, then F(xn)•¸K; 

hence xn E F' (K) fl E for ri > N. Since K is compact and F is a proper map, 

F-1(K) is compact; so is F-1(K)•¿‡”. Hence we can choose a subsequence {x'm} of 

{Xn} which converges to a point, say xo, of x. Since {x'm} mis a sequence of points 

in ‡”•_U, and since ‡”•_U is closed, we have xo •¸ ‡”•_U. On the other hand, since 

F(xo)=limm•¨•‡F(x'm)=limn•¨•‡F(xn)=yo, we have xo •¸ •¸(yo). But this is a 

contradiction, because (\U) Efl E(yo) = 0. Therefore we conclude that there exists 

an open neighborhood W' of yo in y such that F-1(W')•¿‡”•¼ U. We take W' so 

small that it satisfies the condition (ii) in (3.4) with respect to V; and take an open 

neighborhood W of yo in y with W •¼ W', then we are done.

STEP II. We claim that there exists an open neighborhood uo of E fl iri 1(N) 

in x such that F-1(W'ƒÉ) •¿ uo •¼ UƒÉ for every ƒÉ(1<A<k). In order to prove this 

it suffices to show the existence of such an open neighborhood u0 for a fixed ƒÉ. If 

there does not exist such an open neighborhood U0, then for any open neighborhood 

u of ‡” •¿ ƒÎ-11(N) in x we can take a point x E F1(W) f1 U fl (X\UA). Let L be 

a compact neighborhood of ‡” •¿ ƒÎ-11(N) in x, and {Xƒ¿}ƒ¿=1,2,... an infinite system
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of open neighborhoods of E fl rr11(N) in L with na , Xa = fl 7r1 1(N). We 

take a point xƒ¿ from each F-'(Wi) n Xa fl (X\U,) (a = 1,2,...) and form a 

sequence {xƒ¿}ƒ¿=1,2,... of points in L. Then, since L is compact, we can take a 

subsequence {x'ƒÀ}ƒÀ=1,2... of {xƒ¿}ƒ¿=1,2,... which converges to a point, say xo, of 

L. We denote by x'ƒÀ an open neighborhood xƒ¿ for which x'ƒÀ=xƒ¿. Then, since 

n~ , X, = E n 7r11 (N), we have xo E E f ~r11(N). On the other hand, since 

the sequence {x'ƒÀ}ƒÀ=1,2... is contained in both of the two closed subsets F-1(W'ƒÉ) 

and x•_UƒÉ, we have xo E F-1(Wa) n (X\U). But this is a contradiction, because 

F-1(W'A) fl E C UA by the condition (iii) in (3.4). Therefore we conclude that the 

claim certainly holds.

STEP III. Let U1,..., Uk be open subsets of x, W1,..., Wk, W'1,..., W'k, 

V1,..., Vk those of y, and F(Ua, O(Tx/D)), is e F(Va, O(Ty/D)) (1 < i < m, 

1 < A < k) local holomorphic vector fields along fibers, which satisfy the conditions 

(i)•`(iv) in (3.4). Let u0 be an open neighborhood of E fl 7r11(N) in x such that 

F-1(Wa) fl U0 C Ua for every A (1 < A < k). We put W'0:=y•_W and V0:=y, 

where we define W:=•¾kƒÉ=1WƒÉ. We take a C•‡ partition of unity {ƒÏƒÉ}ƒÉ=0 ,1,..., k 

on y, subordinate to the covering {W'ƒÉ}ƒÉ=0 ,1,..., k, i.e., ƒÏƒÉ's are C•‡ functions on y 

satisfying the following conditions:

(i) for

(ii) for

(iii) on

Note that Ea=1 pa . 1 on W := Ua -1 WA, since Supp po fl W = 0. We take a 

relatively compact open neighborhood 14 of E fl 7r1 1(N) in uo with uo C Uo and a 

C•‡ function ƒÏ on x satisfying: (i) Supp ƒÏ •¼ u0, and (ii) ƒÏ•ßon u'0. We define

(3.5)

(3.6)

where we understand ƒÅi0 to be the zero form on W'0. We should note that, since 

Supp pF* (pa) C F-1(Wi) fl Uo C UA and Supp PA C Wa C VA, the expressions on 

the right hand sides in (3.5) and (3.6) make sense. ƒÌi and ƒÅi are global C•‡ vector 

fields on x and y, respectively. Furthermore, we have
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(3.7) on

Here we should note that, since Supp F* (pa) C F-1(W'A) and Uo fl F-1(Wi) C Ua 

for every ƒÉ(1<ƒÉ<k), the last expression in (3.7) makes sense on u0. Since ƒÏ•ß1 

on u'0 and ‡”kƒÉ=1F*(ƒÏƒÉ)•ß1 on F-1(W), by (3.7) and the condition (iv) in (3.4) 

we have

(3.8) on

Since E n it-1(N) C U, and since, F(E n rr11(N)) C W by the condition (i) in 
(3.4), we have

(3.9)

IN CASE dim X<dim Y: We have ‡”=x. Hence, by (3.9) ~r11(N) C U n 

F' (W). Therefore, by (3.8) we conclude that the assertion of the theorem certainly 

holds.

IN CASE dim X>dim Y: We define

and

Then u1 is an open neighborhood of E fl ir11(N) in x, and by (3.8) ƒÆFi•ß0 on u1. 

Since F•_x•_‡”:x•_‡”•¨y is a submersion, for any point x e (X\U,) fl rri 1(N) there 

exist an open neighborhood Ux of x in x•_‡” and local holomorphic vector fields 

along fibers x E F (U, O (Tx/D)) with tF (ix)=9F on Ux for every i(1<i<m). 

Since (X\U,) nir1 1(N) is compact, we may extract a finite subcover {UxƒÊ}ƒÊ=1,...,l of 

a covering {Ux}XE(x\ul)fl_1(N) ~of (X\U,) fl?r11(N) in x. In the following we write 

UƒÊ and ƒÌƒÊ for UxƒÊ and ƒÌxƒÊ, respectively. We put U0:=u1 and define x':=•¾lƒÊ=0UƒÊ.
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We take a C•‡ partition of unity {ƒÑƒÊ}ƒÊ=0, 1,..., l on x', subordinate to the covering 

{UƒÊ}ƒÊ=0, 1,..., l, and define

where we understand ƒÌi0 to be the zero form on U0. Then ƒÌi E I'(x', A(Tx/D)); and 

since tF (ƒÌiƒÊ)=ƒÆFi on UƒÊ for every i and ƒÊ(1<i<m,0<ƒÊ<l), we have

(3.10) on

Hence, by the definition of ƒÆFi we haveon

Since i+(i E I'(x', A(Tx/D)), i E r(y, A(Ty/D)) and irj (N) C x', this 
completes the proof of the theorem.
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